Gothenburg Public School
7th Grade Supplies
Most classes require paper and a pen or pencil. To be organized, a folder for each class is
recommended. Many items will need to be replenished throughout the year. It is also important
to bring a chromebook that is charged.
Classes that require other items are as follows:
English - 2 Composition notebooks; 1 package of loose leaf lined paper to be left in the room;
two different colors of highlighters; blue, black, and green (or another color) pen; small box of
pre-sharpened pencils to be left in the classroom; one package of 3 in. Post-It notes.
Science - Black or blue pen; pencils; red pens; pocket folders; paper or notebook; earbuds or
headphones
Social Studies - Colored pencils; 6" or 12" ruler; jumbo book cover; folder
Math - Jumbo book cover; dry-erase markers; pencils; notebook or paper; calculator suggested
(scientific preferred)
PE - Shirt; shorts; shoes with non-marking sole (to be kept at school)
Art - Paper Mate Liquid Flair or Sharpie Pen - Medium and/or fine tip; black ink pen. All other
supplies will be made or handed out during class.
Band - Instrument; music lesson books; 2 mechanical pencils.
Teen Living - 1 inch 3-ring binder and set of 3 dividers
1 package of Post-it notes

Keyboarding & Careers - Fully charged chromebook everyday.
Other Book covers - Mrs. Long would recommend that you DO NOT purchase the stretchy book cvers,
but if you do, only purchase the JUMBO size. The smaller size break bindings.
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Gothenburg Public School
8th Grade Supplies
Most classes require paper and a pen or pencil. To be organized, a folder for each class is
recommended. Many items will need to be replenished throughout the year. It is also important
to bring a chromebook that is charged.
Classes that require other items are as follows:
English - Blue or black pen; red pen; pencil; eraser; (1) package of college-lined paper (that will
be left in the classroom); highlighters (pink, yellow, blue, & green).
Science - Black or blue pens; pencils; red pens; pocket folders; paper or notebook; earbuds or
headphones
History - Spiral notebook
Math - Jumbo book cover; dry-erase markers; pencils; notebook or paper; calculator suggested
(scientific preferred and recommended for Algebra 1)
PE - Shirt; shorts; shoes with non-marking sole (to be kept at school)
Art - Paper Mate Liquid Flair or Sharpie Pen - Medium and/or fine tip; black ink pen. All other
supplies will be made or handed out during class.
Band - Instrument; music lesson books; 2 mechanical pencils.
Vo Ag - Spiral notebook
Teen Living - 1 inch 3-ring binder and set of 3 dividers
1 package of Post-it notes
Computer - Fully charged chromebook everyday.
Other Book covers--Mrs. Long would recommend that you DO NOT purchase the stretchy book
covers, but if you do, only purchase the JUMBO size. The smaller size break bindings.
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